Company profile:

**TH. Scholten** provides system solutions for protecting industrial systems against wear. As a specialist with more than 50 years of experience in wear problems of all kinds, the company can devise the technically and economically ideal wear protection system for practically all cases of abrasive wear.

The company takes charge of the complete development of projects on request, from consulting and planning to production and assembly. During project planning, a preventative wear protection analysis can be performed to demonstrate an optimal wear protection system to customers before the project commences.

**Manufacturing- / delivery programme:**

Know-how by all questions of wear protection

- consulting, planning, assembly
- specifications of wear protection
- practice physical tests

The following are the main materials used in products:

- Cast balsat
- Alumina ceramic
- Zirconia ceramic
- Silicon carbide ceramic
- WearStop-Materials
- WearElast sprayable elastomer
- Specially hardened piping systems SC 600
- Combinations of materials
- Installation and laying materials

Service

- service and ongoing maintenance jobs
- Installation of new wear protection materials
- round turn project development

Reparation of damaged plant equipment.

For further information please visit our website.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.